
VidCruiter’s live video interviewing platform helps you make better hiring decisions—more quickly 

and more affordably. Our recruitment software helps hiring teams transcend geographical barriers 

to find, interview, and hire top talent anywhere on earth.

Connect with candidates 
face-to-face—even at a distance

Professional Live 
Video Interviewing

VidCruiter was designed with HR professionals like you in mind. Our easy-to-use software 
delivers a smoother, more intuitive experience, taking video conferencing freebies to the next 
level. Absolutely everything is customizable!

Designed for Recruiters & Hiring Teams

Structured digital interviews are scientifically-proven to help hiring teams make less-biased 
hiring decisions. We digitize your interview questions and rating guides—so you literally
have the best hiring data at your fingertips.

Double Your Odds of Hiring the Right Person

Applicant scores are automatically calculated, 
making it easy to identify top talent. Instead
of generic feedback, interviewers can rate
and provide comments on each and every
interview answer for better insights.

The Ultimate Applicant Analysis

www.vidcruiter.com
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Hiring teams and candidates can choose to attend live video interviews on a computer or
the mobile device of their choice. Perfect for professionals on the go! Participants simply
click on a unique link in their invitation email to enter the virtual interview room. No logins
or pesky downloads required. 

A Seamless, Mobile-Friendly Experience

Interviewers can share real-time opinions to applicants’ answers and chat privately during 
live video interviews. Share your screen or ask applicants to share theirs to create a more 
interactive interview experience.

Easily Collaborate in Real-Time

Record video interviews to refresh your memory, send to team members who weren’t able to 
attend, or keep it on file to watch when considering shortlisted candidates for future job openings.

Record Live Video Interviews for Later

No need to travel to meet face-to-face. Live video interviews save money on travel expenses 
and accommodations while reducing wasted time and frustration from interview no-shows.
If someone doesn’t show up, simply close your browser and get back to work.

Minimize Travel Expenses & No Shows

“VidCruiter is a very efficient and user-friendly platform. It
has provided us the ability to manage a high volume selection 
process in a very timely manner. ”

– Madelaine B 5/5


